Ultrastructural comparisons of neurons of supraoptic and circularis nuclei in normal and dehydrated rats.
A quantitative ultrastructural investigation was undertaken to compare the nucleus circularis (NC) and supraoptic nucleus (SON) of the rat both under normal and water-deprived conditions. NC was found to have dramatically more of its cells and membrane surface involved in direct soma-somatic contact than the SON. Water deprivation, even for one day, brought about a significant increase in both percentage of cells and membrane surface in contact in both nuclei, apparently by the retraction of fine glial processes from between the somata. The normal NC was made up of only one ultrastructurally identifiable cell type. The normal NC had no cells showing expanded endoplasmic reticulum, although these were seen following 5 days (but not 1 day) of water deprivation. The normal SON did have 4.4% of its cells showing expanded endoplasmic reticulum. This percentage significantly increased following water deprivation. The vesicle population per area of cytoplasm was very similar between the two normal nuclei. One day of water deprivation brought about a significant increase in less than 800 A vesicles in NC but not the SON. Five days of water deprivation resulted in a significant decrease in the lysosomal population per unit area in both nuclei. Vesicle changes have been discussed in relation to the volume changes in the cells.